
EIT Hub Silicon Valley: upcoming events 
and open opportunities

INNOVEIT Open Day event 

8 November | Online

The EIT Hub Silicon Valley invites professionals, startups, 
entrepreneurs and businesses to join our INNOVEIT Open 
Day online event. 

This year’s edition will focus on Web3: hype or reality? 
How can European and US startups capitalise on 
its opportunities? What is its potential to reach our 
sustainability goals? 
 
With high-level speakers and experts, the event will be 
the chance to explore ways for the EIT and the KICs to 
support this growing ecosystem. 

More information and registration on LinkedIn.
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https://www.linkedin.com/events/innoveitopendayevent6983066859050856451/comments/


Latest updates in EIT Hub Silicon Valley

1 - European Commissioner Mariya Gabriel visits the EIT 
Hub Silicon Valley

From the 3rd to the 5th October, Mariya Gabriel, European 
Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, 
Education and Youth, visited Silicon Valley to shed light 
on the European Innovation Agenda, Europe’s flagship 
initiative to scale up its innovation ecosystems in rapidly 
evolving fields.

The visit, articulated in a series of engaging and thought-
provoking dialogues, increased understanding among 
entrepreneurs, investors, corporations, and venture 
capitalists regarding the unique outlook of the European 
innovation model.

Commissioner Gabriel challenged innovators to do more 
than just create the next app, cryptocurrency, or SaaS 
social network. She challenged Silicon Valley to be not just 
a technology leader and money-making machine, but also 
to participate in building hope and ambition for a better 
future, by harnessing innovation to bring about radical 
change.

Supporting the Commissioner throughout her visit, EIT 
Hub Silicon Valley provided assistance, guidance, and 
insight throughout regarding key introductions and key 
opportunities.
 
Consequent to this visit, Europe continues to invest 
and strengthen its relationships with the California tech 
ecosystem through its marquee investment in EIT Hub 
Silicon Valley, the leading bridge between Silicon Valley and 
the European Innovation Hubs.

Read the full article on the Global Outreach website to 
learn more about the visit highlights.
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https://go-eit.eu/blog/commissioner-mariya-gabriel-brings-the-european-innovation-model-to-silicon-valley/
https://go-eit.eu/blog/commissioner-mariya-gabriel-brings-the-european-innovation-model-to-silicon-valley/


2 - Strengthening the visibility of the European startup 
ecosystem in the US

On the 30th of September, nearly twenty diplomats 
from eleven different European countries and EU 
representatives joined EIT and the Corporate Accelerator 
Forum at the Italian Innovation and Culture Hub in San 
Francisco for an ideation workshop on how EU startups 
can more effectively reach the US market. 

Our goals were to understand how each country is 
currently supporting startups to enter the US market, how 
countries can help each other, how the EIT can support 
them, and to generate more ideas about how to expand 
the footprint of European startups.

The workshop provided key insights and ideas into start-
ups needs and challenges as they navigate the “Silicon 
Valley mindset”, further collaboration among EU countries 
in sharing knowledge and capabilities, and future EIT 
initiatives including a Silicon Valley fund and dedicated 
‘landing’ programs for startups. 

3 - Shaping the future of sustainable mobility

On the 29th of September, we welcomed the TU/
ecomotive student team of Technical University Eindhoven 
in their US tour. This inspiring initiative develops each year 
a new car, striving for the most sustainable result possible.

For the occasion, the students presented their new ZEM 
car, which is not just carbon-neutral, but effectively 
carbon-reducing: it features two filters that can capture up 
to 2 kg of CO2 over 30,000 km of driving. The car is 80% 
3D-printed and solar-powered with bi-directional charging.

In exchange, the student team was introduced to the work 
of the Hub, the EIT community, its expertise and objectives, 
further cementing the Hub’s role as a bridge between 
Europe and Silicon Valley.

Among the attendees were representatives from the 
Dutch and Danish Consulate, higher-education institutions, 
the State of California and industry experts.

Thank you to the Wireless Communications Alliance for 
collaborating with us, and Etherdyne Technologies, Inc. for 
hosting us at their premises.

https://www.tuecomotive.nl/
https://www.tuecomotive.nl/


4 - EIT Climate-KIC accelerates collaboration with the 
State of California on strategic climate initiatives

On the 12th September, EIT Climate-KIC CEO Kirsten 
Dunlop joined the EU-California Climate Working 
Conference at the California Governor’s Office of Planning 
and Research. The goal of the workshop was to define 
areas of potential collaboration on key initiatives such 
as Future Mobility and Net Zero Cities, and plan further 
collaboration for 2023. 

Last year, EIT Climate-KIC and the California Governor’s 
Office of Planning and Research signed a memorandum of 
understanding for climate innovation.

In the same week, the EIT Hub Silicon Valley also 
introduced the Cross-KIC New European Bauhaus initiative 
to the Greater San Francisco Bay Area stakeholders, to 
assess interest and form strategic partnerships. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://netzerocities.eu/
https://eit.europa.eu/news-events/news/state-california-and-eit-climate-kic-advance-partnership-climate-innovation
https://eit.europa.eu/news-events/news/state-california-and-eit-climate-kic-advance-partnership-climate-innovation
https://new-european-bauhaus.europa.eu/index_en


EIT Hub Israel: upcoming events  
and open opportunities

Join the Ecosystem Summit, the ultimate arena 
for startup programme leadership

14 November 2022, Tel-Aviv

EIT Hub Israel is proud to present the third edition of the 
Ecosystem Summit, in partnership with AWS. The summit 
provides a platform for the latest global trends and 
challenges for ecosystem leaders and startup programme 
managers, questioning and challenging their role at each 
stage along the startup journey. The summit also provides 
a global in-person networking opportunity that facilitates 
organic connections, strengthens the community, and 
creates ties for future collaborations.

For more information and registration:

go-eit.eu/ecosystem-summit-2022
 
 

 

Applications are now open for ‘EIT Goes to NYC’

5-8 December 2022, New York | Deadline: 12 November

Ever wished you could be part of the most exciting 
ecosystem in the world? Get plugged into the tech core of 
the US market – New York City.

You are invited to apply to ‘EIT Goes to NYC’, a unique 
and fully funded opportunity for European and Israeli 
ecosystem leaders to embark on an intensive in-person 
professional training programme in New York. The 
ecosystem leaders will receive a tangible toolkit, based on 
a thorough understanding of best practices, knowledge, 
trends, and models, as well as a unique networking 
opportunity within the US market and with industry 
leaders.

For more information and to apply:

go-eit.eu/eit-israel-hub/eit-goes-to-nyc

https://go-eit.eu/ecosystem-summit-2022/
https://go-eit.eu/eit-israel-hub/eit-goes-to-nyc/
https://go-eit.eu/challengeit-novartis/
https://go-eit.eu/eit-israel-hub/connect_experience/
https://go-eit.eu/challengeit-novartis/


Participants can expect to receive an immersion into the 
unique Israeli culture, the chance to experience highly 
professional hands-on workshops, and one-on-one 
meetings with key players from the ecosystem.

Connect & Experience: a transformative journey for 
ecosystem leaders

The third edition of Connect & Experience will take place 
this November, bringing 27 European ecosystem leaders 
to Israel for an intense bootcamp designed to provide 
them with tools, best practices and a global network to 
leverage their ecosystem. This year’s participants hail from 
15 countries, with representatives from EIT KICs including 
Climate-KIC, Food, Urban Mobility, Manufacturing and 
Health.
 
 



2 -  Meet the Diplomats: connecting innovators and 
EU representatives 

EIT Hub Israel hosted over 90 of the Israeli innovation 
ecosystem’s leading stakeholders at a networking event 
specially designed to introduce new arriving European 
diplomats to the local ecosystem. The event brought 
together venture capitalists, startups, ecosystem leaders 
and of course diplomats, creating dozens of ties that 
will be valuable for establishing new initiatives, and 
strengthening existing relations between the EU and Israel.

1 - ‘Mission: Innovation’: a deep dive into the Israeli 
innovation ecosystem

For the third time running, we hosted our ‘Mission: 
Innovation’ bootcamp for European diplomats based in 
Israel, designed to provide an immersive deep dive into the 
Israeli tech environment, this year focusing on innovation 
and trade. 

The bootcamp provided the 12 participants with inside 
access to the Israeli innovation ecosystem, tools to amplify 
their country’s scientific, commercial, and technological 
collaborations with Israel, and on-site visits to strategic 
locations.

Latest updates in EIT Hub Israel



3 -  EIT Hub Israel as the ‘glue’ between Israel and Europe 

The past few months have seen an influx of many 
European delegations to Israel from a variety of different 
fields, all with the goal of learning more about the Israeli 
innovation ecosystem and what makes it unique. 

EIT Hub Israel were honoured to host delegations from 
Finland, Germany, Slovakia and more, meeting over 60 
people in the past three months alone, and providing them 
with an overview of the European innovation ecosystem in 
Israel, including the latest facts and figures as well as the 
leading trends and challenges. 

These meetings position EIT Hub Israel as the ‘glue’ 
connecting the two ecosystems, and forging bridges for 
future ventures.

4  -  From Israel to the Canary Islands: an open innovation 
bootcamp

In the last week of October, EIT Hub Israel headed to the 
Canary Islands to facilitate an open innovation workshop 
for 9 companies in the food and beverage, real estate, 
maritime and construction fields that are looking to gain 
tools and best practices. The companies had the chance to 
receive an individual assessment of their innovation needs 
and challenges, learned how to create valuable deal flows, 
met industry leaders and more.


